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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

 
__________________________________________ 
       )  
DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY, INC. )     

) 
       )  

Plaintiff,    )  
       )  

v.       ) 
       ) 
LETISHA D. BIVINS,    )  
ALPHONSO D. GOINS, and   ) 
FRATHOUSE CLOTHING, LLC   ) 
       ) 

) 
  Defendants.    ) 
__________________________________________) 
 

 
AFFIDAVIT OF NICOLE LENON JOHNSON 

 
I, Nicole Lenon Johnson, being duly sworn and deposed, state the following under oath: 

1. I am over eighteen years old and competent to make this Affidavit. 

2. I am the Intellectual Property Specialist at Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, 

Incorporated (“Delta”).  In my capacity as Intellectual Property Specialist, a position I have 

held since 2002, I am responsible for monitoring and protecting Delta’s intellectual property, 

including monitoring the Internet and trade shows for misuse and otherwise pursuing violators.  

Further, working closely with legal counsel and Delta’s Executive Board, I supervise the 

development and management of Delta’s licensing policies, and review and respond to all 

vendor applications for a license to use Delta trademarks and service marks (collectively 

“Marks”).  I work closely with and take directions from the National President and the 

Executive Board of Delta.  I have been an active member of Delta for more than 20 years.   
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3. I am a duly authorized agent of Delta for the purposes of making this Affidavit 

and speaking to the issues raised in this Affidavit.  I have personal knowledge of the statements 

made in this Affidavit and make this Affidavit in support of a Complaint; an Application for 

Preliminary Injunction; and a Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of Plaintiff’s 

Application for a Preliminary Injunction that Delta’s counsel has been authorized to file on 

behalf of Delta against FratHouse Clothing, LLC, Letisha Bivins, and Alphonso Goins (the 

"Complaint") to protect Delta’s intellectual property rights. 

4. Delta, a not-for-profit, public service membership organization, was founded in 

1913 on the campus of Howard University by twenty-two collegiate women who wanted to use 

their collective strength to promote academic excellence, provide assistance to persons in need, 

stimulate participation in the establishment of positive public policy, and raise issues about and 

provide solutions to problems in their communities.   

5. Incorporated in 1930 under the laws of the District of Columbia, Delta also has 

been recognized by the federal government and the District of Columbia as a not-for-profit, 

tax-exempt organization pursuant to Section 501(c)(7) of the Internal Revenue Code.   

6. Since its founding in 1913, Delta has been known to its members, other 

members of the National Pan-Hellenic Council (an umbrella organization of the nine African 

American Greek letter organizations), and the public, including national, state, and local elected 

political officials, not only by its official name “Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Incorporated,” but 

also as “Delta,” “Delta Sigma Theta,” “Delta Sorority,” and “DST.”  It also is known and 

recognized by its Greek letter symbols ∆ΣΘ.  Any iteration of Delta’s name, its Greek letter 

symbols, or any of its other distinctive identifying Marks is famous and recognized as 

belonging only to Delta, including its color combination (red and white or crimson and cream) 
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with its founding year.  Delta has registered with the United States Patent and Trademark 

Office the name Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Incorporated (Reg. No. 2,197,647) and various 

other marks and symbols used by Delta, including, among others: Delta Sigma Theta (Reg. No. 

3,407,876); Delta’s Minerva Crest (Reg. No. 3,465,351 and Reg. No. 2199610); the Greek 

letter symbols ∆ΣΘ (Reg. No. 3,416,699 and Reg. No. 2,201,178); and the Delta Torch (Reg. 

No. 3,557,212). 

7. Delta now has more than 900 collegiate and alumnae chapters located in the 

District of Columbia and forty-five states, as well as eight foreign countries.  Since its 

founding, more than 200,000 women have joined the organization, tens of thousands of whom 

remain dues paying members, and tens of thousands of other members who maintain a less 

formal affiliation with Delta.  More than ten thousand members typically attend Delta’s 

biennial national conventions, and each of the seven regional conferences (held during years 

when there is no national convention) typically hosts thousands of members.  At its recent 

centennial celebration in the District of Columbia, more than 12,000 members attended.  All 

categories of members are substantial consumers of merchandise emblazoned with Delta’s 

Marks. 

8. Delta’s growth has increased its zeal to carry out its Founders’ mission and, in 

1956, Delta established a formal mechanism – its Five Point Programmatic Thrust – which 

emphasizes: (1) economic development; (2) educational development; (3) international 

awareness and involvement; (4) physical and mental health; and (5) political awareness and 

involvement.  Delta’s profile, name, reputation, and goodwill are continually being enhanced 

through such much-acclaimed public service programs.  Delta’s Marks are widely used and 
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distinctively associated with implementing and administering programs and projects that meet 

the objectives of its Five Point Programmatic Thrust. 

9. One program that has raised the national stature and reputation of Delta and has 

increased the renown of its Marks is its Delta Days in the Nation’s Capital, now in its twenty-

fourth year.  Each year almost 1,000 Delta members from across the country come to 

Washington to spend three days interacting with members of Congress and other elected 

officials and high-level policy makers.  At these conferences, materials imprinted with Delta’s 

Marks are routinely disseminated.  Similarly, Delta hosts an annual Delta Days at the United 

Nations (“UN”), having been awarded consultative status with the Economic and Social 

Council (“ECOSOC”) of the UN. 

10. Because of the number of members who remain actively involved in Delta and 

the number who attend its national conventions and regional conferences, and because of the 

collective strength of the members, numerous entities – from major corporations to large non-

profits, to small businesses and individuals – seek partnerships or other business arrangements 

with Delta.  In the recent past, Delta has entered into a strategic partnership with the American 

Heart Association to sponsor a major health initiative, with Genworth Financial to participate in 

a home ownership initiative, and with other multi-national companies to collaborate on 

mutually beneficial projects.  Delta denies a number of such requests, and presently, there are 

many such requests pending.  Delta also receives hundreds of requests from vendors seeking a 

license to sell products and merchandise imprinted with Delta’s name and/or one of its many 

symbols or marks.  Delta grants a license to those vendors who meet Delta’s licensing 

requirements.  At its Centennial Celebration recently held in January 2013, seventy-five (75) 

licensed vendors participated.  Currently, Delta has more than 140 licensed vendors. 
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11. Because of Delta’s concern about protecting its name, reputation, and goodwill, 

Delta vigorously protects its name, Marks and logos (collectively “Marks” or “intellectual 

property”).  Any person or entity interested in obtaining a license to use Delta’s name or Marks 

must complete an application.  If approved after careful review, the vendor must execute a 

License Agreement and agree to Delta’s Operating Guidelines and Code of Conduct for 

Vendors.  Delta enters into business arrangements with only a select few, and pursues all 

violators of which it is aware, requiring the violator to cease and desist its unlawful actions, or 

obtain a license and to make a payment to Delta for past illegal use of its Marks.  

12. Delta’s value as an organization and to its members is linked to its protection of 

its valuable Marks and its protection of its goodwill.  The hundreds of nationally acclaimed 

Delta members who remain active (or remained active until their death) is another reason Delta 

so values its Marks and wishes to control their use.  Among Delta’s nationally known members 

are: Patricia Roberts Harris, Delta’s first Executive Director who served as Ambassador to 

Luxembourg and was appointed by President Jimmy Carter to two cabinet positions (Secretary 

of Housing and Urban Development and Secretary of Health and Human Services); Alexis M. 

Herman, a past Executive Board member, who served as Secretary of Labor under President 

Bill Clinton; and Dr. Dorothy I. Height, a past National President of Delta and civil rights icon, 

who, until a few months before her death in 2010, continued to be called upon by national 

political leaders to provide her insight and viewpoint on issues.   

13. Other nationally known members include: Barbara Jordan, a former National 

Treasurer of Delta, who served in the United States House of Representatives with exceptional 

distinction; Dr. Regina M. Benjamin, Surgeon General of the United States; and Marcia L. 
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Fudge, a past President of Delta, who is currently serving in the United States House of 

Representatives.  

14. In late September 2011, I became aware that FratHouse Clothing, LLC, Letisha 

Bivins, and Alphonso Goins (collectively "Defendants"), all located at 1260 Oxford Lane, 

Naples, Florida 34105, were offering for sale merchandise bearing Delta’s Marks.  Defendants 

do not have a vendor’s license to use Delta’s Marks, and have never applied to be an authorized 

vendor of Delta merchandise. 

15. Defendants were offering and still offer for sale a variety of infringing 

merchandise bearing Delta’s Marks, including: Tee Shirts bearing “∆ΣΘ” and “Delta Sigma 

Theta” and drawstring bags and tote bags bearing the “∆ΣΘ” Mark.  Defendants also sell and 

offer for sale Tee Shirts, drawstring bags and tote bags bearing Delta's common law Marks that 

historically have been used by Delta and associated exclusively with it, including "1913" and 

the Greek letter ∆.  Further, Defendants use Delta’s signature colors of red and white, which 

causes further confusion.  The items offered for sale by Defendants typically bear marks 

identical to Delta’s Marks.  The items themselves are in some cases identical to or 

indistinguishable from items sold by Delta’s authorized vendors. 

16. Defendants were offering and still offer infringing merchandise for sale over the 

Internet at www.frathouseclothing.com to residents of all fifty states and the District of 

Columbia.  Defendants also offer infringing merchandise bearing Delta Marks through their 

Facebook, Twitter, and Flickr accounts.  Images from Defendants' website and Facebook, 

Twitter, and Flickr pages offering for sale infringing merchandise bearing Delta's Marks are 

attached as Exhibit 5 to the Complaint.  Defendants' offer and sale of infringing merchandise 

http://www.frathouseclothing.com/
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bearing Delta’s Marks significantly harm the goodwill and business reputation of Delta, and 

lead to a loss of revenue and profits.    

17. When I discovered Defendants' unlawful use of Delta’s Marks, I immediately 

contacted Delta’s legal counsel and directed counsel to send a cease and desist letter to 

FratHouse Clothing.  That letter, dated September 29, 2011 (“First Demand Letter”), is 

attached to this Affidavit as Attachment A.  Defendants failed to acknowledge or respond to 

Delta’s First Demand Letter.   

18. Because Defendants did not respond in any way to the First Demand Letter, I 

directed counsel to send a second cease and desist letter.  That letter, dated October 19, 2011 

(“Second Demand Letter”), which was sent to Defendants via Express Mail, is attached to this 

Affidavit as Attachment B.  Defendants again failed to respond to the Second Demand Letter.  

In an effort to avoid costly litigation, I began to monitor Defendants’ internet presence to better 

access its use of Delta’s Marks.  During this time, members, including members who reside in 

the District of Columbia, reported that Defendants continued unlawfully to use Delta's Marks; 

some reported purchasing merchandise from the Defendants’ website, including a member who 

resides in the District of Columbia.  She reported that the merchandise she purchased from 

Defendants’ website was shipped to her District of Columbia address.   

19. In yet another effort to resolve the matter amicably, counsel for Delta sent 

Defendants a third cease and desist letter dated November 13, 2012 ("Third Demand Letter"), a 

copy of which is attached to this Affidavit as Attachment C.  In response, by email, 

Defendants indignantly denied any wrongdoing and refused to discontinue their unlawful use of 

Delta's Marks.  See Attachment D to this Affidavit.  Defendants continue willfully to infringe 
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